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Sizing and Eddy currents in magnetic core nanoparti-
cles: an optical extinction approach †
Luis J. Mendoza Herrera,a Ignacio J. Bruveraa Lucía B. Scaffardia,b and Daniel C.
Schincaa,b
Optical extinction, is a handy and ubiquitous technique that allows to study colloidal nanoparticles
in their native state. The typical analysis of the extinction spectrum can be extended in order to
obtain structural information of the sample such as size distribution of the cores and thickness of
the coating layers. In this work the extinction spectra of Fe3O4, Fe3O4@Au and Fe3O4@SiO2@Au
single and multilayer nanoparticles are obtained by solving full Mie theory with a frequency de-
pendent susceptibility derived from Gilbert equation and considering the effect of Eddy currents.
The results are compared with non magnetic Mie theory, magnetic dipolar approximation and
magnetic Mie theory without Eddy currents. The particle size-wavelength ranges of validity of
these different approaches are explored and novel results are obtained for Eddy current effects in
optical extinction. These results are used to obtain particles size and shell thickness information
from experimental extinction spectra of Fe3O4 and Fe3O4@Au nanoparticles with good agree-
ment with TEM results, and to predict the plasmon peak parameters for Fe3O4@SiO2@Au three
layer nanoparticles.
1 Introduction
Iron oxide, gold and multilayer nanoparticles (NPs) are being
studied with increasing enthusiasm in the last couple decades
for their multiple applications in biomedicine.1 2 3 Particles with
magnetic properties can be used for drug delivery and target-
ing4 5, gene and virus transfer (magnetofection)6 7, magnetic res-
onance contrast8 9 and oncological hyperthermia10. In all this
biomedical applications, avoiding particle agglomeration is a crit-
ical goal in order to enhance in vitro and in vivo sample stability.
In this direction, silica coating of magnetic NPs is a commonly
visited tactic11 12 13. Gold coated NPs, for their part, are been ex-
tensively studied for their application in biomolecular sensors for
diagnosis.14 15
Combinations of this and similar elements in multilayer NPs
of controlled size could be used to obtain multitasking materials
which can perform a sum of the previously mentioned functions
or enhance the effect of one of the layers.16 17 18
Spherical NPs with a Fe3O4 magnetite core, coated with a SiO2
silica shell and an external gold layer (Fe3O4@SiO2@Au) are of
special interest due their optical and magnetic properties acting
in two clearly separated wavelength ranges. There is a compro-
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mise between the radii of each layer: the larger the magnetite
core, the stronger the magnetic response of the particles but the
size dependent optical extinction is affected by any size modifi-
cation. Therefore, a theoretical understanding of the dependence
of optical extinction with each layer size becomes important.
Mie theory is the most general formalism for the modelling of
optical extinction of small particles. The precision of the results
depend on the number of multipolar terms considered in the cal-
culations. For non magnetic particles only the electric interaction
is considered via the dependence with frequency of the permittiv-
ity ε(ω), while the susceptibility is fixed to µ = 1.
In order to consider magnetic effects on the extinction, Draine
& Hensley presented a model for MNP in interstellar medium in
which they add a dipolar magnetic term to the non magnetic Mie
theory with µ = 1.19 However, a more precise description of the
extinction requires the explicit consideration of the magnetic con-
tribution by the dependence with frequency of the susceptibility
µ(ω). In order to obtain µ(ω) it is necessary to solve Gilbert
equation, which depends on a parameter αG that must be known
for each material. If the particles are made of a conducting sub-
stance, the effect of Eddy currents must be taken into account
also, as Draine and Hensey did in the cited work. These effects
become important for a particle size range that must be deter-
mined for each material by comparison with non Eddy including
models.
On the other hand, being the extinction also a function of parti-
cle size, the size distribution of real samples determine its experi-
mental optical response. So in the opposite direction, it is possible
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mination is based on finding the intersection of level curves for
plasmon resonance maximum position and width versus core and
shell radii. This method was tested comparing with experimental
TEM results from two samples of low size dispersion Fe3O4@Au
NPs prepared by chemical methods. While there is an excellent
agreement between techniques for core radius, the shell thickness
obtained by the optical method was 1.4 times larger for both sam-
ples. This discrepancy could be originated by the neglecting of a
possible penetration of the Au conduction electrons in the mag-
netite core. Otherwise that, in the case of naked magnetite NP
where no penetration is present, the relation between TEM and
optical radii is similar to the latter. Therefore, the discrepancy
could be instead caused by the influence on the effective external
radius of a differentiated water layer or a non crystallinity of the
outer NP layer.
Summarizing, this work presents for the first time a complete
formulation of the extinction properties for magnetic core, sin-
gle and multilayer NPs, through the utilization of full Mie theory
with frequency dependent permeability, together with Eddy cur-
rents contribution. The power of this model was demonstrated
by its application for both, experimental sample characterization
and theoretical prediction of optical properties for a wide range
of multilayer NPs assemblies. Extension of this model and its ap-
plication to other configurations is in due course.
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